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Too much water drowned the miller:
Akkermansia determines immunotherapy responses
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Derosa et al.1 demonstrated that intestinal Akkermansia muciniphila predicts vigorous response to immuno-
therapy in non-small-cell lung cancer. Baseline level of this microbe has better value than PD-L1 expression
and represents a unique approach for stratifying patients that can benefit from immunotherapy.
Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs)

have revolutionized the therapeutic

landscape for several cancer types and

have been approved as a first-line

therapy choice for individuals with

non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC)

advanced disease and high PD-L1

expression. Despite the predictive ef-

fects of PD-L1 status on stratifying ICIs

response, drug failure still remains. Un-

derstanding the resistance mechanisms

will unravel promising biomarkers to

predict ICIs responses that would be

relevant to clinical trial design and

actual clinical practice. Gut microbiota

can enhance the efficacy of ICIs and

modulate its toxicity. It alters host

nutrient metabolites, maintains the gut

mucosa barrier, and participates in

immunomodulation, ultimately affecting

immune responses at the tumor sites.2

Akkermansia muciniphila is a common

member of the human gut microorgan-

isms, accounting for 3% to 5% of the

microbial community. It potentiates anti-

tumor efficacy with chemotherapy or

immunotherapy and connects long-term

survival across cancer types.3,4 In a

recent multicentric study, Derosa et al.

prospectively validated and further delin-

eated the value of A. muciniphila in deter-

mining responses to ICI.1 A. muciniphila-

positive individuals exhibited higher

objective response rate (ORR; 28%

versus 18%) and longer overall survival

(OS; 18.8 versus 15.4 months) compared

with A. muciniphila-negative patients.

These differences were even more

marked in the individuals that received

immunotherapy alone as first-line therapy
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(ORR of 41% versus 19%). Besides, the

relative abundance of A. muciniphila pre-

sented higher predictive efficacy for OS

than PD-L1 expression.

Unexpectedly, the relative abundance

of A. muciniphila was found to be more

influential on survival than its mere

presence or absence when stratifying

clinical outcomes. Affected individuals

benefit from a ‘‘normal’’ abundance of

A. muciniphila (below 4.8%), exhibiting

the longest median OS (27.2 months),

while those with high levels (above

4.8%) had the shortest survival

(7.8 months) compared to individuals

who lacked A. muciniphila (15.5 months).

From immunomodulatory perspective,

affected individuals colonized with

A.muciniphila had stronger CD4+ T helper

cells activation, increased exhaustion

markers and IFN-related genes’ response

in tumor biopsies, all associated with ICI

responses. Microbiome profiling revealed

that the A. muciniphila-positive group is

associated with increased gut microbial

diversity and enriched with Eubacterium

hallii, B. adolescentis, and C. innocuum,

and combination with this collateral

composition improves prediction of ICIs

response (Figure 1).

The current study oversets the

concept that higher abundance of a

beneficial bacteria would result in better

outcomes. There are very important

translational consequences because

repletion of A. muciniphila should be

carefully regulated to avoid impairing re-

sponses to ICIs.

This impactful study now triggers

further questions. Because the findings
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are related to NSCLC, the efficacy of

A. muciniphila to predict ICIs response in

other cancer types needs to be assessed.

Furthermore, the mechanisms behind the

dichotomous opposite effect of low versus

high levels of Akkermansia are not yet fully

elucidated, with the possibility that pa-

tients with high levels represent a subset

with gut injury and ongoing repair. Not

less important, gut microbes can affect in-

tratumoral bacteria, which in turn can also

directly affect local immune responses.5

Thus, the mechanisms of A. muciniphila

and related bacteriamodulating anti-tumor

responses remain to be deeply under-

stood. Because A. muciniphila co-colo-

nized composition reshapes the gut

ecosystem and rebuilds bacterial diversity,

it will be worthwhile to explore the roles of

those bacteria on enhancing anti-tumor re-

sponses in mouse models.

Because the relative abundance of

A. muciniphila presents striking differen-

tial responses to ICI, how can it be

finely tuned? A couple of tools to manip-

ulate A. muciniphila in gut microbiota

have been described, including fecal

microbiota transplantation (FMT), probi-

otics, prebiotics, and dietary interven-

tions. Although FMT has been proposed

as a strategy to overcome resistance

to ICIs, the criteria for donor selection

have to be further dissected. Would

A. muciniphila-enriched healthy donors

or ICI responders represent the

ideal donor? Recent pilot clinical

trials have reflected optimistic results

in response to reintroduction of

ICIs with FMT in the context of immuno-

therapy-resistant melanoma.6,7 Several
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Figure 1. The relative abundance of A. muciniphila stratifies clinical outcomes in NSCLC affected individuals
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ongoing studies (NCT04924374,

NCT05286294, NCT05251389) will hope-

fully provide more evidence of FMT

affecting ICIs response as well as im-

mune and transcriptome changes in gut

and tumor. Studies will reveal whether

targeting particular microbes or global

changes in commensal microbiota may

represent better approaches to target

ICIs resistance. A. muciniphila-based

probiotic or prebiotic supplementation

accompanied with its symbiont may re-

cruit beneficial microbe to enhance ICI

response but, if present at over-abun-

dant levels, may be counterproductive.

The type of diet (calorie-restriction diet,

high-fiber diet) could also change

gut microbial composition and increase

A. muciniphila abundance, although at

a less predictable rate, representing

another approach of easy access to

improving ICI efficacy with likely low-po-

tential toxicity.8,9 A crucial point to

take away from this study is that

antibiotics significantly decreased the

OS in NSCLC, independently from

A. muciniphila status, which limits

their potential utility to fine-tune

A. muciniphila levels. The impact of

gut microbiota shifted by antibiotics

exposure should be further explored,

and the dominant subtypes of

antibiotics that dramatically eliminate

A. muciniphila and its co-colonization

should be studied in the context of ICI.3
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In conclusion, individual baseline gut

microbiota profiling may represent prom-

ising biomarkers to predict ICIs re-

sponses as well as immune-related

adverse effects.7,10 Understanding and

addressing the specific bacteria and

roles in contributing to better outcomes

should be prioritized.
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